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INTRODUCTION
BRINGING JOY TO UNINSPIRED TEACHERS OF MATH

S

omething surprising happened for me in the fall of

In the past 43 years of teaching teachers about math in

1973 during the very first days of my work as Assistant

struction at Bank Street College of Education in New York

Director of Project Open Classroom, a progressive change

City, I have maintained a clear commitment to two goals.

project, in Wayne and Pompton Lakes, New Jersey. I was

First, I relentlessly insist that teachers understand concep

hired to work with teachers in four school districts to assist

tual underpinnings of big math ideas and, second, I hope

with the districts’ goals of changing teachers’ instructional

to inspire teachers as mathematical inquirers. Throughout

practice to progressive, interdisciplinary teaching. Math was

the years, I have encountered resistance in achieving both

my focus. Midway through my very first set of workshops,

of these goals. Therefore, as a progressive educator, I have

I was shocked to find teams of teachers weeping. We were

come to expect resistance to unfamiliar ideas. What I have

having fun, I thought, by using manipulative materials to

learned through observation, research, and study is that, for

engage deeply in conceptual math. Their words between

the most part, the resistance is emotionladen.

the tears included, “How am I expected to teach this way
if I never learned this way?” and “I’ve been teaching this all
wrong for 10 years! What have I done to those kids?”

Disciplines like mathematics, science, anthropology, or even
art in and of themselves, do not carry emotions, but learners
surely conjure up feelings about learning them. For many

I learned pretty quickly that the emotions they felt were

wellresearched reasons, feelings about math appear to be

valid. Almost immediately I sensed the need to study this so

overwhelmingly negative, especially for North Americans

that I could help them (and myself) deal with those emotions

(Battista, 1986; Bryant, 2009; Hembree, 1990).

in order to have any chance of helping these teachers grow
and change. I am forever grateful to those teachers and
to one woman in particular named Ms. James. Ms. James
repeatedly resisted “change” in her teaching. She both
cried and argued with me. After two years, Ms. James was
the teacher identified by the project as having the most
changed classroom. It was her photo we put on the cover of
our published book titled Changeover (NSF, 1972). It shows
Ms. James sitting on the floor with two of her fourth-graders
playing a concept teaching game about multiplication and
factors using Cuisenaire rods. I reshaped my career research
based on that work with Ms. James and all of her colleagues,
and it helped me develop my mantra as a change agent:
Embrace resistance.

Explanations for why elementary teachers could be
uninspired teachers of math are varied. Myths exist that
some people are hardwired as math people and some are
literary/writing/reading people (Boalar, 2017). Sadly, even
though those myths have been debunked, I can still walk into
any school today and surprisingly find some teachers who
hold onto them. After years of careful personal study, I have
developed my own theory as to why. I echo the words I first
heard in the 1980s by Marilyn Burns, recipient of a Bank
Street Honorary Doctorate and national math educator,
that one learns math only by doing mathematics. She boldly
suggests that you don’t learn math when you simply learn
about math. You learn math when you do math by actively
solving real problems with friends: grappling with confusing

Disciplines like mathematics, science, anthropology, or even art,
in and of themselves, do not carry emotions, but learners surely
conjure up feelings about learning them.
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ideas, making models to get yourselves out of confusion,
asking each other questions, and arguing or debating
relative solutions. After hearing Burns say this, I began
to ask myself, ‘Might this be the source of the problem?
Maybe people never actually did any mathematics
themselves, ever — and maybe they never felt inspired?’

Emotion and Math
Anyone who carries the moniker “Bank Street Faculty”
should be expected to address the social, intellectual,
and as emotional development of the learner, child, and
adult alike. As faculty we refer to emotional development
as the “affective realm.” Research on affect and math
education tends to define affect as having three subconcepts: beliefs, attitudes, and emotions. Hannula, et al.,
in the Psychology of Mathematics Education’s research
summary (2004), cites noted researcher Douglas B.
McLeod, Professor Emeritus of Math Education at
San Diego State, who offers distinctions between the
four subconcepts worth considering for my work with
teachers. McLeod (1992) made distinctions among these
and described emotions as the most intense and least
stable, beliefs as the most stable and least intense, and
attitudes as somewhere in between on both dimensions.
Beliefs were seen as the most ‘cognitive’, and emotions
as the least so. Later, DeBellis and Goldin (1997) added
a fourth element, values. Most research on affect in
mathematics education has addressed one or more of
these four concepts (Hannula, 2004, p. 106). However,
according to Hannula (2004), “the theoretical foundation
beneath these concepts is not quite clear.”
Multiple lines of research conclude that emotion is
probably the most fundamental concept when we discuss
affect. Researchers who have studied the psychology
of emotions have used different approaches, and while
there is no final agreement upon what emotions are,
there is agreement on certain elements. Researchers
seem to agree that: first, emotions are tied to personal
goals. Second, emotions also involve physiological
reactions that are distinct from nonemotional cognition.
Third, emotions are also seen to be functional, i.e., they
have an important role in human coping and adaptation
(Goldin, 2000; Lazarus, 1991; Mandler, 1989; Power &
Dalgleish, 1997).
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Reflective Teaching
To become a successful Bank Streeteducated teacher, one
needs to be skilled as a reflective professional. We ask our
graduate students first to reflect on what they have read
and learned in academic courses and in conference group,
a course in which instructors facilitate reflective conversa
tions about the learning that happens during students’ field
work. During fieldwork observations, advisors aim to help
aspiring teachers “reflect-on-action” by discussing observed
teaching moments. This “reflect-on-action” process contin
ues throughout the year in advisement, with the hope that
the new teacher will progress to “reflect-on-action” in future
teaching when no advisor or coach is there to observe. The
goal is for each learning teacher to become skillfully able to
“reflect-for-action” in their planning and in their curriculum
design (Schon, 2016).
This metacognitive process becomes better internalized for
new teachers when personal emotions (the affective dimen
sion) have been articulated, listened to, honored, and further
reflected upon. One of my process goals is for new teachers
to continually reflect, so that they can affirm their feelings
as purposeful in the act of learning. According to Hannula
and colleagues, “Consideration of metaeffect suggests that
the most important affective goals in mathematics are not
to eliminate frustration or to make all mathematical activity
easy and fun. Rather they are to develop metaaffect where
the feelings about emotions associated with impasse or dif
ficulty are productive” (2004, p. 113). Many teachers I have
taught indicate intensive reflections on their emotional en
gagement with learning during my course.

Teachers’ Emotions and the Children They Teach
Recent research indicates that mathanxious teachers can
have a negative impact on their first- and second-grade
students’ views about math and on resulting achievement
(Bellock, Gunderson, Ramirez, Levine, 2009). Researchers
at the University of Chicago found that mathanxious
women teachers have a direct impact on the girls in their
classes. They measured the degree of math anxiety of a
team of female first- and second-grade teachers and the
math achievement of these teachers’ students (boys and
girls). After one full year of being in any one of the math

anxious teacher’s classrooms, it was more likely that girls
(not boys, however) grew to: 1) endorse the belief that
boys are good at math and 2) girls are good at reading. They
also found that “Indeed, by the end of the school year, girls
who endorsed this stereotype had significantly worse math
achievement than girls who did not and than boys overall”
(Sian L. Beilock, Elizabeth A. Gunderson, Gerardo Ramirez,
and Susan C. Levine Female teachers’ math anxiety affects
girls’ math achievement)1. Those findings suggest that in early
elementary school, where teachers are almost all female, a
teacher’s math anxiety can have serious consequences for
girls’ math achievement. This could be a contributing factor
to the high numbers of women that have avoided STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) study
at US colleges. Although women fill close to half of all jobs
in the US economy, they hold less than 25 percent of STEM
jobs (Beede et al., 2011).
These conclusions bear out both in my observations as well
as my naturalistic, qualitative data collecting. It is common
to see only one or two men in my Math for Teachers courses
at Bank Street during most semesters. Therefore, the
large percentage of students attending Math for Teachers
who, year after year, describe their feelings toward math
as basically negative are mostly, but not all, female. I have
always felt that their lack of inspiration about math will likely
influence how they will teach math. My commitment stands
to do what I can to help them reorganize their emotional
relationship with math, so that they can be inspired and can
inspire their students, be they boys or girls!

Suggested Instructional Practice for Teaching
Math to Teachers
The suggested instructional practices I refer to here
in my paper also grow from my life of teaching at Bank
Street College of Education, as first articulated in my
dissertation research, “The Voices of Teachers Learning in
a Constructivist Based Graduate Math for Teachers Course
(Melnick, 1992).” I aimed to study the nature of “change”
that my students repeatedly told me they experienced
while in my classes. I unearthed the themes of change they
were experiencing before, during, and up to five years after
completing Math for Teachers with me. Four themes were

1 PNAS -Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 2010 Feb 2; 107(5): 1860–1863. Published online 2010 Jan 25. doi: 10.1073/pnas.0910967107
PMCID: PMC2836676 PMID: 20133834 Psychological and Cognitive Sciences
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found: 1) Grief in a graduatelevel course, 2) Healing, 3)

“told” about math rather than by “doing” math. I will lay out

Reconstructing of one’s math selfidentity, and 4) unpacking

eight “touchstone” strategies, behaviors, perspectives, or

their personal locus of change. Key strategies that emerged

moves that I have enacted time and again as I taught teachers.

from that study and that I use in my instruction will be

Each is designed to help reveal the feelings students have

addressed in this work, which is intended as a resource for

about math and their perceptions of themselves as math

math teacher educators.

thinkers.

Throughout my career, in student course evaluations and
conversations with fellow faculty, I have been described
as an effective math teacher educator. I believe there are
factors in my teaching that cause that. Most specifically,
I believe it is the conscious effort I make to address the
emotional component in my teaching that gives rise to
these comments. I boldly address the affective realm in my
instruction. In this work, I offer teacher educators a set of
suggestions to consider when planning to teach groups of

Anyone teaching Math for Teachers at Bank Street or a
similar course elsewhere may consider some or all of my
indicated touchstone strategies. I use the term “touchstone”
since I believe the term best characterizes strategies that
include the affective dimension of teaching mathematics. I
offer this truncated set of ideas in the spirit with which our
annual Bank Street professional appraisals are conveyed:
through consistent and selfrevealing generative inquiry.

teachers who may present as having been taught by being

This Document Outlines 8 Touchstone Strategies:
1. Math Autobiography: Use a math autobiography as an inclass assignment.
2. “Do” Math: “Wow” students on the first night of class by doing lab-type experiential tasks across
Nursery School through Grade 6.
3. Collaborative Math: Model how collaborative group work is a special kind of group work.
4. Honoring Mistakes: Model how to honor mistakes and see them as opportunities rather than
failings.
5. Journaling: Monitor everyone’s learning through a math journal that is linked to class readings.
6. Work a Problem to Death: Work one intentionally perplexing problem “to death,” unearthing
confusions that arise.
7. Non-Dominant Language: Teach one night’s class in a language other than the dominant one.
8. Concept Teaching Games: Have each student plan and share their own concept teaching game.
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TOUCHSTONE STRATEGY #1

MATH AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Use a math autobiography as an in-class
assignment on the first night of class

Section 1–One word used before attending EDUC 540 at Bank Street

S

tart with a reflective math autobiography on the very
first night of class before you even introduce what

the course is all about. Include in the math autobiography
a simple request for just one word that captures each
teacher’s personal memory of learning math while in
elementary school.
Please take a few quiet moments to reflect upon your memories
of your mathematical life in your elementary schooling. What
feelings did you develop during those years about yourself as
a “mathematically thinking person?” What do you remember
math lessons were like? What images are conjured up as

Section 1–One word used after EDUC 540 at Bank Street

you recall your teachers teaching you math? Include specific
anecdotes if you recall them. Take as much time as you need to
write this.
Then, ask everyone to introduce themselves to the class by
telling where and what age they teach and to share the one
word they wrote. Write their words immediately on the
whiteboard using three columns (see a representation of
this exercise below), with strongly negative terms on the
left, strongly positive terms on the right, and terms that
carry little or no affect in the center. I ask them to talk to
their neighbors about the responses. I push them to do
some math and ask, “What percentage of the people in this
class had lessthanpositive feelings about their memory of
learning math when they were in elementary school?” Those
who didn’t like math might not feel so alone. Those who
liked math might begin to recognize a problem they didn’t
know exists: “This might happen to my kids, too!” Below is
the chart compiled from one recent class, categorized as I
might write on the board. With these answers, we figure
four-fifths or 80 percent of this class had less than positive
memories. I tell them this is my challenge and my assistant
teacher’s challenge for the semester: How can we influence
these feelings?
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Section 2–One word used before attending EDUC 540 at Bank Street College

Negative
Section 2–One word used after attending EDUC540 at Bank Street College

work
nightmare
pressure cooker
demeaning
useless
dry
conflicting
yuck!
blah
murky
threatening

Words with
Little Emotion

Positive

nonexistent
memorization
vague
unexceptional

pleasant
Mr. Katz (neat)
confident
tantalizing

These word clouds depict the attitudinal shifts in my
courses before and after the eight humanistic, sensitive
touchstone approaches are used to instruct teachers in
constructivist progressive mathematics. The power of the
language used in these anonymous “one word” feelings
by the end in the last three semesters of classes I taught
should convey why I believe that these eight strategies I
have used are worth sharing.
Fall (Sept, 2016)–One word used before attending EDUC 540
at Bank Street College

My teaching assistant and I make copies of everyone’s math
autobiography and read their “one word” and their further
autobiographical comments with great interest. The first
words they choose in Math for Teachers effectively help us
tweak our plans for the balance of the course. We reference
these words in many future activities. In private responses
and individual responses to students, we often remind
participants of the word they used on the first night. We
ask them to continually compare their old and new feelings.
I publicly admit to them that my notsohidden teaching
agenda is that a reflective teacher will be a wiser teacher.
I have thought a lot about why these negative words keep

Fall(Dec,2016)–One word used after attending EDUC540 at Bank Street College

on being selected by student after student. Based on data
from math education classes I have taught for the past 43
years, prior to our first class at Bank Street, mathematics
was done by only 20 percent of people attending Bank
Street classes. The other 80 percent typically learned
about mathematics, often in a rote fashion, and were usu
ally taught by teachers who diligently gave them rules,
formulas, and routines to memorize. Those teachers then
expected their students to regurgitate what they were
told, not necessarily to consider whether or not they un
derstood any of those rules or formulas.
In addition, these students tell us that they learned not only to
study for a math test and to get right answers by memorizing
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rules and formulas, but also not to expect to understand the

see divisor, dividend, and quotient as three numbers that

reasons why any of it works. Math educators today know that

are related to each other, and that all are open to multiple

a child should never be asked to memorize something he or

strategies for finding and visualizing all three as parts of a

she does not understand. The National Council of Teachers

rectangle. They see fractions as division because it is! They

of Mathematics standards documents (NCTM, 1987, 1995,

can then use this information flexibly, like engineers do in

and 2000) and the Common Core State Standards (2012)

design work or as others do in fields requiring any kind of

emphasize teaching math for understanding. If math is

relational thought. Math is seen by them to be inherently

taught simply to memorize, what may result for learners is a

normal thinking. Additionally, I often find out from these

kind of maththinking paralysis, which is useless for building

students that some of that 5 percent group were taught

upon in later years (Boaler, 2016).

by teachers who ran math classes that allowed kids to

The writing we see in these short math autobiographies
begins to signal my request for their feelings. I let them
know I am just as interested in how they feel as in what
they think. This continues in their journals, where they

learn by doing, not by being told. With these progressive
teachers, even years ago, students explored, conjectured,
hypothesized, tested hunches, worked collaboratively, and
discovered meanings in their math classes.

write about their course readings, their class experiences,

But what about the other 95 percent of my students? Many

and their feelings about our class. The feelings depicted in

were unintentionally rendered disabled in math because

the “before” word cloud visuals are generally the result of

they were not allowed to “do” math. They merely learned

being taught day after day with a rote approach. Since there

“about” math. The feelings they were left with are clearly

are so many variations to the rote teaching approach in the

depicted by the obviously negative words in the “before”

literature (Mayer, 2002, , Munter, Stein, Smith ,2012), I have

word clouds. In the Math for Teachers class, the math

come to call it the “teaching by telling” method. Learners

autobiography writing on the first night establishes a firm

in “teaching by telling” math classes never really had to do

reflective stance for the entire course. The impact of those

much other than memorize predetermined rules, formulas,

“one words” on learners is described by these quotes from

and procedures that other people once discovered when

the student summation journals I ask my students to keep as

they were doing math.

part of the course.

Here is a caveat to my above premise. Some people did

On completing the math autobiography in the first class:

just fine in math, and they were taught math with the
traditional “teaching by telling” method. How is it that some
of these adult students made it through and even went on
to successfully study higherlevel math and appear to now
fully understand the roots of math concepts? These learners
exist (although generally, I find they are only about 5 percent
of those I have taught). They possess an admirable capacity
to make connections between procedures and meaning on
their own. Some people can connect memorized, separated
facts and details, linking those disparate facts to underlying
root concepts. For example, they might know that division
is directly related to multiplication; in fact, the undoing of
multiplication. They early on noticed that if you learned

Even just writing that mini-math autobiography from the
outset felt like a mini-math demon exorcism, and starting on a
clean slate. Not quite the word count real estate to nail my 95
theses to the Church of Math Door, but it felt a bit cathartic. I
was also fascinated by the words people were asked to provide
in association with our math experiences. I believe my word
was “stress,” and I don’t recall any of the other words having a
positive connotation. I take zero pleasure from anybody else’s
struggle with math, but, at the risk of sounding trite, it made
me feel a little less alone in my self-imposed math exile. I know
that I will have to recalibrate my entire outlook and approach
to the subject, which will not happen overnight and will be an
ongoing process throughout my career as a teacher, but I’m
ready to go there. — Caitlin, Spring 2017

your multiplication facts, you automatically knew all your

At semester’s end, I ask that you again listen to Caitlin’s

division facts. And they intuitively saw that long division was

feelings expressed. Consider her evolution. Here she reflects

simply one procedural strategy to unearth the dimensions

upon the word she wrote in her math autobiography at the

of a rectangular area whose area is called the dividend. They

start of the course. She writes about her evolution as a
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learner in our Math for Teachers class. She sums up what happened
to her over the semester:
For the life of me I can’t find my original math autobiography, but I luckily
detailed what I had written in my first journal for this class. The word
I picked when asked to sum up my experience with math was “stress.”
While I had blocked out a lot of my painful math experiences—many of
which I’ve recovered from through the process of autopsying my own
math education in our journals—I very clearly remember my last day
of math in college and feeling a sense of elation. Pure joy, really. I was
done with math and would never have to deal with math again. Flashforward a decade and I’m undergoing a career change going from the
magazine world to the education world and, surprise! Apparently math
wasn’t done with me. I dreaded our first math class, not knowing what
to expect. But, at the risk of sounding completely cheesy, I truly feel like
a different person with the subject four months later. Mainly, that I no
longer fear the subject the way I did. I realize that my relationship with
the subject will continue to evolve and develop through the years, more
so when I actually start teaching, but I feel completely empowered. I’m
actually shocked by how much, truly. I can’t press the reset button for
my own trials and tribulations with math, but as a teacher I now feel
that I have the tools and resources to prevent my future students from
experiencing what I did. — Caitlin, Spring 2017

An example of the whiteboard with everyone’s
“one word’ on the first day of Math for Teachers

I firmly hold that the experience of writing a reflective math
autobiography on the first night of class provides a firm starting
point for growth through reflection.

Sample of the Math Autobiography (Emily, 2017)
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TOUCHSTONE STRATEGY #2

“DO” MATH

“Wow” students on the first night of class by doing lab-type experiential tasks for
nursery school through grade 6.

W

ith little fanfare (but a lot of preparation on my part

Things they write inform me about their reaction to that

before students arrive) I intentionally aim to “wow”

night and invariably begin to inform my assistant and me

my students right away. My goal is to shock them with a

about their prior math lives. Right away we start hearing

colorful and joyful view of what math teaching can look like

expressed emotions, fears, excitement, and expressions of

across grades N6. Graphs with materials to manipulate, and

attitudes and values. The affective realm is out there in full

at times even taste, are up on walls or on tables for different

view. The seeds for the course are planted.

stages of abstraction. A classic racing dice game is there to be
played in Kindergarten or in more depth at Grade Six. Charts
exist on walls with ponderable math questions, materials are
on the table for measuring and drawing conclusions from
those measurements about the idea of the “mean,” etc. These
tasks surround the room at lab tables and on walls. As soon
as they fill out their math autobiography, they get up and do
the 11 or 12 tasks around the room. I always tell them to find
a friend and work cooperatively on the tasks for support.
They wander with smiles, happily tasting white or purple
grape juice and place their empty cup on one of two columns
on the vinyl coated graph. The resulting lines of cups
demonstrate a threedimensional “real” graph showing
drink preferences for 4 to 5yearolds. A noticeable active
noise erupts and laughter ensues. They are immediately
‘doing’ math. At one learning station, they are expected to
measure their heights with little white Cuisenaire Rods,
graph the data using postit notes, and ponder the shape
of the emerging graph and where the next person will most
likely place their postit. At another station they have to
toss two dice as many times as they can, recording on a
212 chart when each sum turns up. Which sum do they
anticipate will win? Why? A question on their worksheet
asks which sum they think will reach the top of the grid first.
They enter their results and we compile a Sums that Won
Class Chart. What is the theoretical probability of your
‘winning number’ winning the next time you play? This and
about eleven other tasks across the age span generate a lot
of open conversation, laughter, and pondering about what
the course might entail.
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Here are a few of their comments evidenced in their math
journals after the very first night of class:
Doing the exercises, from the racing dice to the pea pod
estimations, was really compelling. Something that might
seem “simple” on the outset actually stimulates much deeper
thinking, even in adults. Why did most people end up with
sevens and eights as a total with the dice? Why did people
choose the white grape juice over the red? These group
activities made me realize that I will have to be in a constant
state of questioning and will have to likely break up any
preconceived notions and assumptions I’ve had in the past, in
order to get the most out of this course (Caitlin, Spring 2017).
Last week we had our first class of Educ 540. Walking out
of class that night, I felt something I had never felt before;
excited about math. To me, this was a big deal. The reason
being that in the past, whenever walking in or out of a
classroom where the topic involved math, I would have been
overcome with anxiety.
This class began with our professor asking us to recall our
experience with math before grade six and one overall word
to describe this experience. I wrote down some of the phrases
my classmates shared; stressed, confusion, anxiety, trauma,
and horror. Most of my classmates shared a word that implied
their experience with math before grade six was negative. I
began to analyze why exactly my experience was so negative,
and I realized that learning math lowered my self-esteem and
confidence. I was unable to grasp the concepts fully we were
learning in math class, and this caused me to classify myself
as “not smart.” This feeling followed me each year, and before
I even entered into a new math class, I already had that
feeling of inevitable failure.
However, this class made me excited about math because I

want to learn how to best teach math in a way that students
will not feel the same way myself and my classmates felt.
There are so many fantastic resources and ideas about
teaching math in a way that fully supports students, and I
can’t wait to learn about them. My professor also made it
clear that he believes each student learns best in a different
way. This philosophy made me hopeful as I wholeheartedly
agree and believe in the importance of considering each
student individually. When I was younger, I wished my
teachers would have considered the fact that each student
learns differently and just because one strategy worked
for my classmate, that didn’t necessarily mean it was
appropriate for me (Katherine, Sp 2017).
I am always amused by the delight on people’s faces during
this first session. I observe and take note of each person’s
reaction. Is there a sign of joy; of fear, of confusion? Does
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anyone appear very uncomfortable? Towards the end of
that first class I remind people of the electronic link that was
sent to them a month earlier in my introductory welcome
letter. The emailed letter had included the course outline,
lists of assignments, and required books for the course,
however I never spend the first night with such details. I ask
them to carefully read those materials again and come with
questions, all of which will be addressed next session. My
intention is to be invitational and inspirational on the first
night. I will admit that occasionally some people drop the
class as a result. Sometimes they are just not ready to handle
the kind of shift this night lays foundation for. When they are
ready they will return.

Here are the photos for you to design for each task
Some of the interactive tasks done by students on the first night of class

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

See the following photos:
1. How many peas are there in your pea pod? 2. Our preferred juice drink. 3. Our class’s heights in white Cuisenaire Rods.
4. Our class’s Racing Dice results. 5. Do you have a dog, a cat, or neither at home? 6. Is the circumference of the tennis can
longer than, shorter than, or the same length as the tennis can itself? What math that you likely learned in Middle School
should quickly give you the answer?
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TOUCHSTONE STRATEGY #3

COLLABORATIVE MATH
Model how collaborative group work is a special kind of group work

I

always tell the teachers attending my classes that for

rules yourself. I found the first few semesters when I intro

the first five years I taught children in my Queens, NYC

duced the rules to new teachers, I had to go through my own

public school, I diligently put kids in groups to work. I

attitude adjustment. I remember how I had to force myself to

expected the children to work cooperatively. There were

not answer any question asked of me by new teachers while

always difficulties in those groups. Some children took

they were in small groups. My job at those moments was to

control. Some did not engage and did very little work. And

ask the questioner, “Did you check with your group mates?

I never could tell who was responsible for the work that

What did they say?” My teaching of adults improved by leaps

got produced. I had no consistent idea about how to avoid

and bounds. I was modeling exactly what I hoped they would

those problems and assumed it was what happens during

do with their own classes. Graduates of Math for Teachers

group work. Then, in 1985, I took a teaching math course

tell me that is what happens in their classrooms. And it takes

with Marilyn Burns held in Westport, Connecticut called

just a little bit of time to impose those rules. Just last week, a

Math Solutions. I finally understood what was wrong with

teacher told me these group rules are what saved his teach

my planning.

ing and how he uses them across curricular areas.

She told us to call these group times “cooperative group

One point I must make: It is essential to emphasize Burns’

problem-solving” and urged three very specific guidelines

Rule #2 “You must be willing to help any group member

about how those groups should work. In Math Solutions

who asks,” because it communicates there are no stupid

classes we always worked using Burns’ “Three Rules

questions in math. People suddenly find they no longer

for SmallGroup Work” (Burns, 2015, p.113). Suddenly,

censor themselves when they are confused. This rule can

it afforded me the chance to learn how to listen to my

undermine the negative selfperceptions that are held by

tablemates, how to ask questions I was burning to have

many who believe they cannot do math. Those “old tapes,” if

answered, and know when and how to ask the teacher

you will, get a chance to be shredded. I urge you to try these

for assistance. Ever since then, when I teach children or

three brilliant rules. By doing so, you are actually asking

teachers, I post the Burns rules and discuss each rule with

your class groups to solve most of their own problems and

the class (whether adults or children). I always ask, “What

communicate their methods to each other. And you, as

does this rule mean or suggest?” and “How can this help

teacher, learn to more fully trust your students to resolve

you work better as a group?” Burns’ “Three Rules for Small

their own problems. The process is powerful.

Group Work” are:

I remember reading that Pythagorus, in his youth, played

1.

You are responsible for your own work and behavior.

with his buddies using stones and rocks which led him to

2.

You must be willing to help any group member who asks.

eventually proving why a2 + b2 = c2 . Using rocks, pebbles,

3.

You may ask a teacher for help only when everyone in

and straight edges in the sand, he and his buddies supposedly

your group has the same question.

debated whether the squared area of the hypotenuse of any

I suggest that you, as a teacher of teachers, carefully build
your case for why Burns’ “Three Rules for SmallGroup
Work” are essential. They eliminate so many missteps in
orchestrating group work, and open opportunities for the
emotional aspects of group work to become transparent.
But you, the teacher, must be willing to operate by those
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right triangle is really equivalent to the sum of the squared
areas of each of the other two legs of a right triangle. By
experimenting, he proved his formula beyond a doubt as a
pattern that works in every sized right triangle imaginable.
Imagine that! For most of our Bank Street candidates, math
learning had not happened by doing things, like Pythagoras

had; instead, everything was shown to them. They repeatedly
write in journals that math became “otherdirected” for them,
and was never constructed or “owned” by themselves. In the
“telling” approach, as I call it, these learners probably never
really did mathematics at all. The following quotes from
journals flesh out the emotional impact that doing math in
collaborative learning groups can have on teachers. Listen
to their reflective wisdom when the math work was hard,
sometimes causing emotional upheavals and requiring deep
math understanding to solve a problem. Listen for the internal
satisfaction when things got resolved in the groups. And listen
to the new learning that resulted from the use of this imposed
protocol.
On feeling supported:
I definitely felt supported and encouraged along the way in
this classroom — by my teachers and my peers. Although
group work was sometimes hard, it was a good lesson for me
to learn as a future teacher, to acknowledge that group work
takes patience and persistence sometimes. It may not always
be enjoyable since everyone learns differently. There were times
I had working partners who took too much of the lead or were
working too fast for me. But there were also peers who were
able to explain to me in a different way that was relatable to
me. Therefore, it made me realize that all of these same issues
will happen with my students, and it’s important to stay on top
of that and observe as a teacher. — Erica
On communication in math:
I appreciated how the approach to solving a problem was
emphasized; this was a big part of why I think I achieved my
first course goal. Whenever we worked on a problem either
as a class or in small groups, I was always asked to explain my
thinking. This often made me go beyond my initial strategies
to ones I could explain more clearly…. This course also helped
me generally become a better listener in mathematics. Through
small group work and class discussions, I have learned about
how to listen to others to better understand their strategies. I
think this will serve me well when I am working with students in
the math classroom. — Anne
On authentic learning:
It was truly a beautiful experience watching my fellow
classmates in many ways let out their inner child when it came
to playing the games we paired up for, along with teaming up to
solve problems that were presented in front of us. I now possess
a refreshed perspective on how mathematics can be instructed,
as well as how I can take steps towards becoming the masterful
educator I envision in my head. — Eric
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On learning how to respect and honor differences:
I have been able to experience first hand, and reflect on the
notion, that everyone has different types of intelligence and
areas of strength. This concept was made apparent to me
when we worked in groups to solve a perplexing problem, and
each team member was able to share how their mind best
interpreted the problem. Each one of the group members
interpreted the problem differently, and we were all given
enough time to conceptualize and explain our method. Another
beneficial aspect of this activity was when our professors asked
us to reflect on how we contributed to the success of the group.
Answering this question allowed us to realize that each person
brings something different to the table, but each is equally as
valued. — Katherine
On what it really feels like when you personally collaborate to
solve a problem:
Collaboration between educators is something we talk about in
all classes in Bank Street, but I have found I learned most about
collaborating with a group of people more in this class than
in others. I think collaboration clicked in this class because of
how fun it became to get to really understand how people were
thinking and solving the same problem in different ways. It was
a really good metaphor for me about how collaboration can and
should happen in other domains as well . — Kelley
On going at your own pace and developing patience with
others:
I learned that everyone needs to go at their own pace. Once I
got the answer I wanted to be done, or at least have everyone
thinking and feeling the same way as I did, but I realized that
some people needed more and it was my job as a team member
to give that time. I also learned that problem solving in a group is
REALLY rewarding! I felt like by the end of the time, we had really
gotten to know each other as learners and teachers. — Abby
If you put teachers in cooperative groups to solve math
problems, abide by cooperative learning group rules, and
then discuss varied solution strategies, you afford teachers an
amazing venue for self-reflection and truly honest learning.
With that personal experience, such as I had in 1985 with
Marilyn Burns, there is a greater likelihood your teachers
will bring the same group methods to their own classrooms
of children. Group learning is qualitatively different from
cooperative group learning. I urge that all teachers deeply
consider the difference.

#1

#2

#4

#3

#5

#6
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#7

TOUCHSTONE STRATEGY #4

HONORING MISTAKES
Model how to honor mistakes and see them as opportunities rather than failings.

W

atching “happy” mistakemaking has become

not make the same mistake again. Mathematicians do that

a joyful and quite surprising enterprise for me

all the time while developing new theory. Mistakes sharpen

as a teacher. As a young teacher/educator, I

their conjecturing and experimenting. Why not use that as

thought my role was to protect adults from feeling dimin

an intentional teaching strategy? A mistake which leads you

ished when they gave a wrong answer. I personally remem

down a blank alley, gives you important information on the

ber a kind of humiliation I felt when, as a child, I stood at the

way to getting right answers. When you make a mistake, you

blackboard in fourth grade, my back facing my classmates,

can know to never do that again. The mistake is informative.

writing a wrong process to long division on the blackboard!

“Mistakes must be seen by the students and the teacher

New teachers at Bank Street have often told me the very

as places that afford opportunities to examine errors in

same story in their journal recollections. They describe how

reasoning, and thereby raise everyone’s level of analysis.

their peers ridiculed them and laughed at them. I did not

Mistakes are not to be covered up; they are to be used

want to ever let that ever happen in my classes of adults.

constructively.” (Hiebert, et al, 2000, 9).

But one day in my class in the 1980s, a young teacher

Recent research on brain development also has added to

made a big mistake describing how she had solved what we

our knowledge about making mistakes. Jo Boaler, noted

affectionately call “The Letricia Problem” (see Touchstone

Stanford University professor who today is revered for

Strategy #6). While sharing, she herself noticed her

revolutionizing math education in our country, cites the

mistake. With a broad smile on her face, she proclaimed it

work of Carol Dweck on fixed and growth mindsets. Boaler

as a milestone for herself. She made a mistake in front of

and Dweck’s ideas enlarge our understanding of mistake

everyone and she noticed it before anyone groaned! Sheer

making even more. “The recent neurological research on

happiness ensued for her. A light bulb went off for me. She

the brain and mistakes is hugely important for us math

owned her own process and was empowered as a learner.

teachers and parents, as it tells us that making a mistake is

My mindset completely shifted in that moment. Since then,

a very good thing. When we make mistakes our brains spark

talking about the power of mistakemaking in math has

and grow” (Boaler, 2016, p. 12). Boaler goes on to say: “The

taken center stage for me.

various research studies on mistakes and the brain not only

And in the book Making Sense, which we have used for years
in Math for Teachers, the authors point to the social culture
of the classroom as a place where mistakes are viewed as
healthy instances to learn from. Being transparent with
your own mistake affords an opportunity to reconsider and

show us the value of mistakes for everyone; they also show
us that students with a growth mindset have greater error
recognition than those with a fixed mindset…. The ideas we
hold about ourselves — in particular, whether we believe in
ourselves or not — change the workings of our brain” (Boaler,
2016, p. 13). If you believe you can learn math and do not

The recent neurological research on the brain and mistakes is hugely
important for us math teachers and parents, as it tells us that making a
mistake is a very good thing. When we make mistakes our brains spark
and grow. –Jo Boaler
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fear learning math, a mistake is a boon for your brain.
My teaching assistant and I so often watch our class
participants twitch their noses and laugh at themselves,
saying that prior to their use of manipulative materials,
they believed “when you divide one number into another,

The
yellow
can be
called
one
whole

the answer must always be smaller than the number you
are dividing into.” Now they find themselves in confusion
because, when dividing fractions, that turns out to not
be true (eg. 1/2 ÷ 1/6 = 3). There are three little sixths
that can fit on top of the one-half block. So when we ask
ourselves this division question, we might ask: “How
many sixths can fit on top of the one-half block?” (The
answer is clearly three!) HINT: Use the images of blocks
to help think that one through.
That is often the moment in our class when people
come to see that they learned math solely as a lot of
pieces of disconnected, memorized nonsense. Then they
often admit they were left with little or no relational

The red
can be
called
one half
of the
whole

mathematical sense. They know to invert and multiply
when dividing fractions, but have no idea why that
would get a correct answer. By laughing at this absurdity
and seeing proof in the manipulatives (e.g., the pattern
blocks on their tables), they begin to admit that math
is really a study of relationships embedded in “stuff,”
and they begin a mental change process. There is often
delight on their faces.
What I find is that it’s quite easy for people to initially
change their view of what math really is: a subject that is
useful in most everything they do. It’s only much later—
and only after repeated successes at proving answers to
problems with materials—that they start to change their

And the
green
can be
called
one sixth
of the
whole

view of themselves as mathematically thinking people. Our
Bank Street classroom practices value them as thinking
beings. We honor the mistakes made along the process,
rethink the language used when mistakes are made, and
carefully choose materials that can provide “proofing.”
They actually see evidence of relationships. They come
to own their understanding of those relationships. We
then ask people to conjure up generalizations which have
grown from their observations of patterns that repeatedly
work. Only then do firmer conceptual understandings get
planted to replace confusion. Concrete materials
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often prove the concept to be indisputably true (or not true).

how emotions played a potent role. Read how these people

Instead of saying “it’s wrong” they start saying “that doesn’t

expressed a revised appreciation of mathematics and, in

work.” Again and again, students in Math for Teachers find

some cases, a willingness to regard themselves as thinkers

that their early mistakes bring them closer to getting “it right.”

and doers of math themselves.

Being okay with making mistakes allows people to change
their perceptions of themselves from receivers of nonsense

On learning from mistakes…

first viewing, they can do. In fact, our job is to give teachers

Mainly, I can point to the lack of doing so (making mistakes
that is) as a common theme in my education, throughout not
only elementary school but through high school. Specifically, I
remember a tutor I had for a period of time outside of school.
I can’t remember precisely how old I was, but it was probably
around fifth or sixth grade. I also can’t remember her name
alas, but I do remember that I liked her, and she was wellintentioned, but I recall that she had a habit of moving on
from problems I got wrong and trying a “new” problem of the
same ilk, rather than really going over how I got the one at
hand wrong. With this dimension in mind, I’m sure I would
have benefitted from taking that time to go over my thought
process that rendered the incorrect answer. While my tutor
experience was technically outside of the classroom, I still feel
it bears mentioning since it’s so important to view mistakes as
learning opportunities as an educator. Within the classroom, I
generally recall my math learning being a solitary experience.
There was direct instruction, then individual practice, then

problems (situations they understand) where a solution

tests, (with no time to really learn.) — Caitlin

to “doers” of mathematics. By making mistakes and talking
about it, people become thinking/communicating people
in the realm of mathematics. I often quote Dorothy Buerk,
Emerita Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science
at Ithaca College who sees math phobia (or math aversion)
as “the process of disintegration when a meaning making
organism can no longer make meaning” (Buerk, p 61) . When I
quote Buerk’s insightful defitinition, I am invariably met with
a huge sigh of relief, especially by the women in my classes.
We also read the Piaget Primer: Thinking, Learning, Teaching
by Ed Labinowicz (1979). In it, Labinowicz beautifully
articulates Piaget’s ideas associated with disequilibrium as
a necessary component to the learning process. Our job as
teachers is not to give people a set of problems which, on

strategy is unknown to them (Burns, 2015). Our intention
should be to upset the apple cart; to have adults be confused
about where to go with their thinking and stir a need to
collaborate with others to try to rethink a line of inquiry
and get out of their shared confusion. Piaget called this
assimilation and accommodation.
This process often results in learners moving into
disequilibrium, which can admittedly feel quite unsettling.
We then have to grapple with a thinking process to untangle
ourselves by testing hunches and building models or
math representations using manipulatives or drawings or
equations. We hypothesize new ideas towards a solution.
We do this over and over until the pieces of the puzzle
all begin to fit together. Together with others we find an
agreedupon logical answer. At that point, we move back
into equilibrium. This is the learning process we speak
about over and over as Bank Street teachereducators.
Let it happen in your math classes with teachers. Although
this is a lifelong cognitive process, I urge you to read the
following quotes from our learning teachers and consider
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On learning to feel confident to trust students to learn with
less of a teacher’s intrusion…
Which brings me to the second part of this reading that
stood out to me. Labinowicz writes, “a child’s errors are
actually natural steps to understanding” (p. 55). Before I
read this piece, I believed that this was true, but Labinowicz’s
explanation of Piaget’s theory helped me to understand why
this is the case. It’s not just that mistakes are something
that happen along the way to finding the right answer, they
actually help students find the right answer. Reading this
piece gave me the confidence to sit back a bit more when
working with my students, to let them make the errors that
will promote the natural path of their learning. — Alex
On living with discomfort intellectually…
While the games and readings helped me with the specific
skills, what helped me most was coming to terms with my own
disequilibrium. After reading The Piaget Primer, I developed
a new approach to thinking about my own challenges and
discomfort with math. For the rest of the course, I tried to view
moments of struggle as learning opportunities. This helped me
to push forward and try out new strategies when working on
“The Letricia Problem” and “The Perplexing Problem.” — Molly

On thinking in different ways…
I have learned that math should take more than just one
approach, and in order to be a great mathematician, you have
to have a flexible mind. It was so interesting how all of our
brains worked differently to solve one problem, and eventually
we all got the same answer, but in different ways! Math is all
about communication, and we would have never been able to
solve this problem without using visuals, bouncing curiosity
and questions off of each other, and taking risks that we may
make a mistake along the way. — Abby
And here is another caveat that I urge you to face as a
teacher of teachers: If you intend to teach teachers math in
a way that is unfamiliar to them, uncomfortable for them,
or, for that matter, completely contrary to the way they
were taught, you should anticipate a tremendous amount of
emotional upheaval and pushback. I have come to applaud
the teacher who initially rejects being asked to explain her
thinking in math or squawks at asking kids to do a lot of

work—to teach about how or why something works in math.
They often say there is no point in writing why onehalf
divided by onesixth is three when “it just is!”
We now have a clear response to that rejection. One of
the new Standards for Mathematical Practices from the
Common Core State Standards (which was introduced in
2012) boldly affirms the need for mathematical argument.
Therefore, I suggest you engage your teachers in active
argument, share different views of problems you give them,
and debate relative correct answers until together you
come to the point where, no matter the method used, if you
are doing math well, you will all come to the same answer.
The processes used will be different and mistakes will likely
be made along the way, but different processes all can lead
to the same answer if the math process is accurate at every
step of the way. That requires communication and debate.
(See CCSS Standards for Mathematical Practices list.)

writing. They tell me that this all slows down the number

Standards for Mathematical Practice
1.

Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.

2.

Reason abstractly and quantitatively

3.

Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.

4.

Model with mathematics.

5.

Use appropriate tools strategically.

6.

Attend to precision.

7.

Look for and make use of structure.

8.

Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
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TOUCHSTONE STRATEGY #5

JOURNALING
Monitor everyone’s learning through a math journal linked to readings in the course.

B

y asking all of my students (in approximately 130
courses taught) to keep a math journal, I have come
to realize how invaluable the journal is both to me

as teacher and to students. New teachers inform me about:
1) how they came to define math and 2) the pedagogical
approaches their teachers (nursery – high school) used to
teach them math. With that information, I feel I have a better
awareness about how to meet their individual needs as
learners. Though I see my students only once a week, I have
an ongoing connection with them through their journals.
I listen hard for emotional breakthroughs in each entry and
support and honor their writing, showing respect and giving

solving groups. I work hard to assure people that expression

assurances so they hear humanity from a math teacher. I am

of their anger towards their old teachers can help them

aware that I may be the first math teacher who has respond

heal over time (Melnick, 1992). That may take a while,

ed to their process work with human emotion. (This is what

but some good will come of it if they allow themselves to

my students have told me many times!) In their journals,

enjoy the learning process now. (I have to admit that some

new teachers vent and decry the painful memories of teach

participants use the bulk of their journal to write about their

ers who hurt them. I respond with appreciation of their pain,

own catharsis and nothing much about learning to teach.

but I don’t stop there. I honor their expressed feelings, but

This may sound counterproductive, but if that is what they

also offer them new stretching experiences as well. Their

need to rid themselves of the pain inflicted on them by their

writing often sounds like they are yelling at their former

elementary math teachers, the journal allows them the

teachers for never exposing them to relationship thinking

space to do it.)

in math class. I let them express disheartened feelings for
those teachers who forced them to copy the teacher’s or the
book’s process. I try to point out that those teachers were
not necessarily cruel. They only knew what they themselves
had been taught. We teach only what we know and only
what we ourselves can do. In the face of anger, I try to bring
some sense of empathy for their former teachers who are
often portrayed as ogres.

While participating in a class built on progressive, construc
tivist practices in math, my students find themselves new
ly free to make mistakes. They tell me what it feels like to
learn in a safe environment, perhaps for the first time. That
is a norm that our Bank Street Math for Teachers classes
are built upon. It must be so, if you really aim for emotional
changes to take place. Every one of these teachers will be
influencing young children’s mathematical self-perceptions

I offer them alternative, positive math learning experiences.

for years to come. Their influence on children each year will

As my students solve problems, they will have fellow

be immense. I invite them to change their views, rather than

learners sitting with them in groups and at tables who may

maintain negative feelings regarding mathematics teaching

help them write and express their new process of thinking

and learning. The regular math journaling process in this

about math. We play with math manipulatives, I offer them

course is a venue for reflecting about what they think and

structured games, I invite collaboration through problem

what they feel while attending Math for Teachers (with
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feedback continually given by the teacher and assistant
teacher). The journal can provide the glue to hold people
“to the fire” of change. The math journal can help people re
frame their views about what math teaching and learning
can be. I find asking teachers to keep a math learning jour
nal can serve as a potent change impetus. It can be useful
to anyone at any age and at any time in their professional
development.
On moving from being “not smart” to a valued thinker:
In my first journal for this class, I wrote that I had classified
myself as “not smart” regarding math because I felt I was
unable to grasp the concepts that we were learning in math
class. I wrote that this feeling followed me each year, and
before I even entered into a new math class, I already had
that feeling of inevitable failure. One of the first times I
actually felt smart in a math class was while I was explaining
to my group this semester how I conceptualized our
perplexing problem. I felt that what I was saying made sense
and was not “stupid,” and I felt my thoughts were valuable.
I realized one aspect that contributed to this positive
experience was that our professors did not make us feel that
we were in a time-crunch and that we could take as much
time as we needed. I also realized the importance of creating
a classroom atmosphere where students feel comfortable
with their ideas and supported by their classmates and
professors. Another aspect of this experience was that I was
able to use materials to explain myself—in this case, colored
blocks. Using materials allowed me to visualize what was
going on in my mind. —Katherine
On the power of the journaling process:
I remember writing my first journal for Math for Teachers in
January. As I was writing it, I was thinking “do I really need to
take this course as a requirement?! How will it help me?” As
it turned out, EDUC 540 was memorable not only because
it challenged me, but because I realized a lot about teaching
along the way, as well. In your teacher comments regarding
my first journal, there was a comment about the fun in our
classroom over the course of the semester dissipating. It
was explained to me to not give up when it gets hard and to
stick with it. When Hal wrote this to me, I was apprehensive
that the class may get a lot harder and challenge me. Over
the next few months, the class did surely change from the
beginning. We started off with just math games and, over
time, the class changed into some lectures, teamwork, and
other different types of challenges. —Erica
On connecting math to joy:
My second goal — to not be afraid of math, and to not be
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overly concerned with being right — was thankfully handled
within my comfort zone of stop-motion animation. Feeling
stripped of any creativity, I do not think I would have felt at
ease enough to even begin a mathematical career. The tactical
tools, the number talks, and the inclusive articles, all put my
nerves at bay. Sitting in a group with my dear friend Pam
as well! Our minds work so differently, and both of us were
curious and delighted at how the other thinks without having
to justify our thoughts. That was beautiful and lucky for me.
Having the tools, the teachers, the friends, and the curiosity
made this class an honest to goodness life changer. I would
now consider math a skill I own. I would love to continue
to animate math lessons and deepen my understanding of
math. Math is a lesson that is everywhere, within every meal,
every baking project, and every art project, I never knew I was
instinctively mathematical. Thank you. I thank you. —Kirsten
On how math doesn’t have to be stressful:
First of all, this class allowed me to experience for the first
time in my life that math does not have to be stressful. Even
if presented with a challenging problem, that does not mean
it has to be an experience filled with anxiety. The words:
“math problem” can actually be associated with positive
feelings! —Katherine
On getting teary eyed at the end of the course:
After class on April 25, I felt very inspired. When Hal put the
long division problem on the board (47,387 divided by 7),
my first thought was “Oh dear lord.” But then I remembered
– we’ve worked with numbers like this before. In fact, we’ve
been playing with all these numbers all semester! Suddenly, I
found the 7s that I could identify. I counted down and got my
answer. Whoa! In just a few short months, by playing games
and making math accessible for all, I was able to take apart
a huge number that I would have immediately dismissed
otherwise. This made me a little teary – I’m a mathematician!
What?!?!? —Kelley
Students come to own their learning by cementing
their feelings when writing in their journals. We hear an
impassioned sense of ownership emerging in the voices of
teachers learning in a mathematics methods course built
upon constructivist teaching practice” (Melnick, 1992). As a
student named Eileen, who’s quoted in my dissertation, said,
“What you feel after each week in class is different. You don’t
remember things if you don’t write it down. It was not only
because you (the professor) wanted us to write, but because
I wanted to remember the feeling. I mean this journal was
going to be mine and it was going to help me and I wanted to
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remember… more than I was concerned about whether you
liked it or not. It was here to help me!!!”
The math journal has the potential to weave the entire course
together. Through writing, people usually connect their
experience to their emotional response of that experience.
In math class, the amygdala (the fight or flight part of the
brain) is regularly activated. Students are then expected
to connect their feelings to the intellectual (class readings,
the lectures, videos watched, articles discussed in groups,
etc.) If they do not make those emotional/ intellectual
connections, it is my job to ask the next intellectually
challenging question that pushes the student past where
she or he might be into a new place of understanding. If
ready, they will bite. If not ready, they will argue. Good!
The Common Core Math Standard # 3: “Construct viable
arguments and critique the reasoning of others,” will have
been supremely activated. You will have done your job well.
(See CCSS Standards for Mathematical Practice)

TOUCHSTONE STRATEGY #6

WORK A PROBLEM “TO DEATH”
Work one intentionally perplexing problem “to death” unearthing confusions that arise.
I have found it beneficial to provide teachers repeated

concrete tools while abiding by the Burns’ “Three Rules for

opportunities to deeply solve a confounding problem in

SmallGroup Work” (see Touchstone Strategy #3). This is

a collaborative group, in order for them to see that it can

the time for us to “walk the talk.” I teach as I expect them to

and should take time. Each semester, I would give people

teach. This is the moment for theory to intersect practice.

two to three classes to work on what I called “The Letricia

We learn by doing. They need to collaborate and I need to

Problem” (see page 3) — probably the most eyeopening

stay out of their way.

task I have ever watched teachers work on together. During
those three weeks, we intersperse concept games related
to measuring and geometry, which are topics embedded in
the Letricia Problem. In addition, we do some Number Talks
and have a few textbased discussions on articles about the
conceptual roots to the geometric and measurement ideas
embedded in the problem.

This Perplexing Math Problem solving event is an oppor
tunity for them to practice the skills they are developing as
math teachers: listening, giving hints to others without giv
ing answers away, honoring different styles, different paces,
not being overbearing in pushing an agenda on others, being
open to new and different ways to think about the whole
problem you are working on, being interactive. It is an op

If teachers actually live through a productive and enlightening

portunity for each of them to be a good teacher to one an

problemsolving process themselves, I believe they are more

other. I insist upon multiple representations, which was one

likely to become courageous enough to offer the same eye

of the five NCTM’s Process Standards in NCTM’s Curriculum

opening experience for their own students. They tell me

and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (1989). I tell

“doing” math like this in my class is their linchpin since most

them to use drawings, arrows, equations, words, and cutouts

rarely have done that before enrolling in graduate school.

depicting their visual thoughts. I do so with the express pur

After reading and discussing the chapters in Making Sense
(Hiebert et al., 2000), particularly the ones about the chapter
focusing on the social culture of a progressive math class
room, they are more than primed for this experience. They

pose of enhancing equity and accessibility. I model one way
to undercut overvaluing the socalled ‘brightest ‘or ‘fastest’
learners who could otherwise try to monopolize class time
and brag about their erudite solutions.

read and we discuss how a group of four girls in fourth grade

The genesis of the key problem I use, called the “Letricia

struggle to communicate when solving a division of fractions

Problem,” came about when I was working with doubting

problem (Using 20 apples, how many apple tarts can be made

teachers of grades three to five in one public school where

if it takes ¾ of an apple to make just one tart?) After listen

I was consulting. They each claimed that they had shelves

ing to kids working through their different perceptions and

filled with wooden geoboards in their classrooms sitting

conjectures about solutions, the class is ready to mirror the

there for years and years, but no one saw a use for them.

same process.

They also doubted my suggestions that heterogeneous

My work with collaborative groups starts with forming
groups with people of varied skills and needs (re: style of
communicating, feelings about math, potential learning
disabilities, varied pace of learning needs, as well as the age
they teach). Have them solve a complex problem by showing
at least two different strategies, including one that uses
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cooperative learning groups could magnify learning for all
and could possibly satisfy children’s needs across varied
levels of sophistication. They challenged me to prove to
them that the geoboard could be used to achieve the goals
I had put forth for math learning, including those embedded
in the state standards for their grades.

On the spot, I made two shapes on one geoboard. One was a

moment and presented the problem using a classic method I

3x1 rectangle and one was a scalene triangle.

had been taught by Bob Davis when I was a young teacher in
the 1970s studying his Madison Project Paradigm Teaching
Strategy at Syracuse University (Davis, 1970). I made up a
girl named Letricia and imagined her in a class with two boys
called Kamina and Danny. Using Davis’ Paradigm Teaching
Strategy, I created a hypothetical situation where three kids
were arguing or debating the relative merits of a solution or a
strategy to a problem. The premise to Davis’ strategy is then
to ask the class to resolve the children’s hypothetical conflict
by thinking together using words, numbers, drawings, or
equations and, in at least two ways, write, draw, and define
your group’s solution. This worked like a charm and has been
replicated in every one of my 80 or so classes since then.
Below are the strategies that emerged during one section
of the Spring 2017 class. I always require at least two
strategies. I tell them, by having two irrefutable strategies,
they can verify they are right. I also ask people to name the
strategies they employed using their own nonconventional
language. We post the name of their preferred strategy next
to their explanations. On the next pages are images of the
strategies that emerged during my last semester of teaching.
I have done this problem for at least 20 years of classes and it
seems fresh to me each and every time. Geoboards, brightly
colored dot paper, scissors, glue, bands, markers, and large
poster paper are all provided. Teachers first solve the
problem quietly as best they can alone, then they share their
conjectures with their group and begin to work together in
class. After considerable time to listen to each other and to
delegate responsibilities for the final product presentation,

I thought they were about the same size in area but I could
not at first tell. I knew that it would be easy to find the
number of square units in the rectangle, but saw in front of
me that the triangle’s area would be a bit harder to figure
out in square units. I myself did not immediately know how
to do it. By using rubber bands I could see there was an easy
part to figure out with an area of two square units inside it,
but then there was an annoying leftover skinny triangular
section that would require some manipulation and use of
logic in order to find its area.
I decided to go with these two shapes. I had no idea how
many different methods could be used to solve it, but I
trusted it could be solved somehow. I went with this in the
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they represent their findings using at least two methods.
On the next page is the Letricia Problem as presented to
students in the class:
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To help me assess each student’s ability to work in a group,
I also require a multimedia Perplexing Problem assignment
where groups of four present their solutions to one
perplexing problem done during the semester. They may
choose to represent the Letricia Problem but they also have
a list of other challenging ones from which to choose. They
are to compose a presentation and write it up together. After
designing their PowerPoint or Google Slides presentation,
they are each to write: 1) what they learned about math
by working collaboratively and 2) what they learned about
themselves as a member of a collaborative math group.

I learned that it is hard for me to deal with the disequilibrium
caused by exposure to different approaches and lines of
thinking. I experienced frustration at my inability to get
team members to take on my perspective. I discovered that
my team members were open to letting me go in a different
direction, explore my own curiosities about the problem, and
share back what I had discovered. — Merry
Each semester I wonder about how long I can devote to
one problem. And each semester I am deliriously happy
that I have allowed as much time as I did. Not only do I feel
I unleash wildly varied thinking in my students, but also a
range of mathematical content. We don’t wake up each day

The following are some of the insightful responses I feel

and do number operations first or geometry at 10:40 AM

depict many of the emotional challenges teachers encounter

or algebra at 1:30 PM. When you solve a real life problem,

when doing collaborative math together. Read the following

you use all the knowledge you have, and you ask friends to

with a lens toward the emotional affect. What feelings or

help you because they might have some bits of information

emotions are evoked when Bank Street students are asked

and skills you don’t have. That is what ‘doing math’ should

to reflect on the active process of working within a group

look like and the Letricia Problem offers just that. Just doing

whose end assignment they had to submit as a shared entity?

a quick scan at the photos of the sample from one class, we

Is there any evidence of coping and adaptation? Might they

see how the math discussed included:

be learning from what they feel after going through this?
I learned that everyone needs to go at their own pace. Once I
got the answer, I wanted to be done, or at least have everyone
thinking and feeling the same way as I did, but I realized
that some people needed more and it was my job as a team
member to give that time. I also learned that problem-solving
in a group is REALLY rewarding! I felt like by the end of the
time we had really gotten to know each other as learners and
teachers. — Abby
I feel I was being impatient at times. Is it harder to be on
the inside as one of the group members or on the outside as
the teacher? I felt I needed to keep switching back and forth
between the two mindsets. The process is rewarding and
challenges you to really listen. Definitely a lesson in patience.
Some of the qualities that make us caring adult group members
have come with maturity and can’t be fully expected from kids
who are not developmentally capable. — Alex

1.

discussion of polygonal characteristics,

2.

doing area calculations using formulas remembered
or invented,

3.

using doubling and halving,

4.

spatial logical reasoning,

5.

the Pythagorean theorem and exponential work,

6.

trigonometric work with opposite angles, and finally

7.

aspects of high school motion geometry using “flips,
slides, and turns” otherwise called reflections,
translations, and rotations respectively.

All this is possible with just one problem. Creative problem
solving and strategic competence is developed as well. How
much better can a class get?

As a member of a collaborative group, I found myself to be
patient in the process. This is because I myself am very curious
as to how others in my group solve problems. Further, proving
that I am someone who builds huge amounts of confidence
from having others present in the collaborative process. In
fact, because math in general can be a stressful time for me as
a learner, having others present makes the process that much
easier, making math an engaging experience. — Gabe

#1
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TOUCHSTONE STRATEGY #7

NONDOMINANT LANGUAGE
Teach one night’s class in a language other than the dominant one.

O

ne of the greatest challenges I have had in teaching
at Bank Street has been dreaming up ways to help

students in my classes connect social justice issues, eq
uity issues, and discriminatory practice conversations to
the teaching and learning of math. We can have spirited
discussions about Geoffrey B. Saxe’s seminal study of Bra
zilian candy sellers, which helps to break down stereotypi
cal views of children who fail math in school. Students are
amazed to see how these children failing math in school can,
at the same time, run successful candyselling businesses
at the bus depots in Brazilia. It helps graduate students at
Bank Street to easily see how reallife mathematical appli

lated in Making Sense (James Hiebert, ed., 2000), I came up

cations can motivate all learners, both in and out of school

with an idea. I was about to start using the geoboard for the

(Saxe, 1991). That being said, I still find it extremely difficult

Letricia Problem, but I wanted students to become familiar

to evoke an emotional connection between this text and

with ways first-graders could creatively engage with poly

most of our Bank Street students’ own lives. The larger per

gons and geometry first using the geoboard manipulative. I

centage of our students are usually working as teachers or

also wanted to demonstrate a way to integrate art and geom

assistant teachers in independent schools in the New York,

etry. I decided to teach a classic Marilyn Burns activity: the

New Jersey, and Connecticut surrounding areas. And the

“Things That Fly” graphing lesson. In her lesson, first-graders

bulk of our students are themselves quite privileged in that

are asked to stretch a few rubber bands (called “geobands”)

they were educated in wellresourced settings and likely

across nail heads on the geoboards to make something that

neither attended schools in underserved areas nor have

“flies.” They are then to transfer their images (map them) to

they yet taught in such schools.

small pieces of geodot paper and hand them to the teach

Of course, there are always those wellversed in such issues.
Often these adult learners become frustrated with the lack
of awareness of their peers. They generally comment that
social justice issues are too seldom naturally addressed by
graduate school classmates. In my classes, I used to find
they were correct. For most of the students I taught in Math
for Teachers, it was often a stretch to connect emotionally
with the situation that many children and teachers in
innercity schools face—where supplies are limited,
funds are lacking, and quality leaders are equally scarce.

er to make a graph of “Things We Made on the GeoBoard
That Can Fly.” This nicely leads into graph interpretation
and data analysis for young children. Each person becomes
represented on this graph because there is one piece of
data drawn by each child. We then discuss questions about
more and less data points. After doing this activity, the kids
can suggest categories of other things to make on the board
(animals, vehicles, etc.), leading to various forms of classifi
cation and sorting tasks. In addition, due to the 25 points on
the board, some artistic license is required and creative ex
pression is nurtured. Nice task, I thought. Perfect for grade

While planning for a discussion about National Council of

1. Then it hit me. This is a task that anyone can easily follow

Teachers of Mathematics’ “Spotlight on the Principles: The

and, though it might be a good challenge for a first-grad

Equity Principle through the Voices of African American

er, it is not much of a cognitive challenge for an adult.

Male Students” (NCTM, 2000), which is additionally articu

Because I wanted to marry the notion of emotion in learning
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math with the notion of privilege, I came up with an
idea. Teach this lesson in Spanish! That semester I was
coteaching Math for Teachers with colleague Dr. Olga
Romero, who was then Director of Bilingual Education
at Bank Street College. We both wanted to teach by
incorporating second language learning techniques and
decided this task would be a perfect segue for our two
skill sets to merge. We decided that Olga could teach this
whole lesson in Spanish, modeling the experience of an
immigrant arriving from a nonEnglishspeaking country.
As we planned the lesson, we both listed the plethora of
ELL techniques that could be useful: full body expression;
writing key contentobligatory words on cards and
introducing each to the students with great expression;
placing language peers together and interweaving the
two languages during the lesson; showing pictures to
attach meaning to words; repeating words over and over
and affirming accurate responses boldly. Multi-gesturing
would work well in this lesson. We thought about topics
that might emerge for discussion after the whole lesson
had ended. Most important, I thought this might bring out
emotional reactions for all our students. I was psyched.
The first semester that I planned this, there were some in
the class for whom Spanish was in fact their first language.
I hoped that would offer them a sense of privilege. Little
did we know that we would trigger a huge range of
emotions in that class. I remember watching one young
woman run out of the class crying and noticing clear
annoyance on some faces and expressed body language
showing obvious discomfort. Some had broad smiles on
their faces.
Debriefing the session immediately thereafter opened
the door for strong emotional commentary. I was pleased
to hear from Spanishdominant speakers, who each said,
in different words, that for the first time they felt fully at
home and fully “in the know.” Privileged! Some nonnative
Spanish speakers were not so happy and expressed their
discomfort. Journals after that session were filled with
the full range of emotional responses. Some expressed
intense anger at me for “wasting’ their time. People
wrote that they did not come to graduate school to “not
understand” class content. This encouraged ongoing
discussions regarding equity issues and issues
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of privilege. The “sturm und drang” that ensued ensured for
me that this class session was to become one of the most
important ones that I could teach. The varied emotional
responses gave rise to deep and meaningful interaction.
For the past 10 years, I have always done this same lesson
in Spanish and the responses each semester are strong
and powerful. I carefully explain my goals for the lesson to
my teaching assistants, many of whom are able to teach
the lesson in a nondominant language. Dominant English
speakers are offered the experience of being unable to fully
understand the discourse, a feeling they may never have
had. They are outsiders for the first time. Their emotional
selves are challenged to tackle something they absolutely
feel unable to do. They might be challenged to use all the
resources around them; interacting with their table mates
for help in understanding, using visual clues, depending on
partners at the table who have language proficiency. Many
find the work extremely difficult as they struggle to know
something they don’t know at first. They become sensitized
to the needs of the disenfranchised. Some are enchanted
with the challenge and appreciate the experience. And for
the Spanishdominant students, the glee on their faces
tells it all. When teaching math, the opportunity to step
into language difference is a powerful tool for feeling what
“others” feel.
On feeling insecure:
The class that Concetta spoke only Spanish to us showed me
how some students feel in school who experience English as a
second language. This made me feel insecure, but by the end
of the class I realized there was an important message behind
this. I had previously done this in my language acquisition
course last semester, but this time it really connected to me.
It made me realize that this is how I felt my whole life in math
classes. I felt as though with more and more formulas shown
to me, the less I understood and the more I felt as though
the teachers were speaking an entirely different language
to me. It made me understand that as an educator, it is my
responsibility to make sure that not only am I teaching, but
that the students are learning. There is a huge difference
between the two and, often times, it is not regarded. — Erica
On learning math in a language she doesn’t understand:
A guest from the second session came in to teach a lesson in
Spanish. That had a pretty profound effect on me, and it’s
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something I’ve been digesting since. I spoke about this a bit
in class, but it really registered and I felt a range of emotions
that I think are going to better me as a future educator.
The first sensation I had upon the start of the lesson was
confusion—as in, what is happening? I then felt an initial
twinge of, honestly, annoyance. (I took French growing up,
and while my language abilities have disintegrated with time,
I could communicate well enough in that scenario had the
guest been speaking in French.) But anyway, that twinge of
annoyance I felt was based on, “Why are they assuming every
person here took Spanish growing up, or in college?” I then
switched gears by turning to my classmate, Kelley, to try and
figure out what was going on and also looking to others to
follow along, which worked well enough for some time.
But when she started writing on the board, I distinctly
remember putting down my pen thinking, “I’m out, this one is
beyond me.” However, when we started that class discussion
after, it was a real—pardon my French, no pun intended—holy
sh*t moment for me.I had completely missed the point of why
we were doing that in the moment, but it struck me like a
punch to the stomach afterwards. Seeing what it’s like for an
ESL student to learn, and how we as teachers need to reach
them regardless of their English capabilities, should clearly be
a top priority for anybody who might be in that scenario.

The irony is, I’ve TAUGHT English in Tanzania to Swahili-speaking children, which I’ve touched on in a journal or two before. I’ve also
volunteered with high school students through a program called Minds Matter, which pairs high-achieving students from low-income
families with a mentor, who helps guide them through the college application process and generally prepare them for life beyond.
Those students who I interacted with were at that point in age all fluent in English, but many of them are first-generation English
speakers and I’m pretty sure English was the second or even third language for many. All that is to say, I’ve been on that other side of the
coin, so for me to completely miss the point of what was going on, while it was happening, was a real wake up call. But I’m almost glad
that I missed it at first, because it allowed me to feel real emotions that—while only the tip of the iceberg—an ESL student would face.
I’m so grateful we had that experience because if I’m ever in that type of scenario again, I will be hyper-cognizant of exactly how I am
handling myself and communicating. Not to say that I wasn’t empathetic to those dealing with language barriers before, because in
all fairness I was, but it was a real (sorry, gotta bring in Oprah again) “aha! moment.” I’ve done immersive French language programs
in high school where I felt completely out of my depths, but that is such a different situation. You’re there in a privileged situation
to learn a language, not learn math or another subject, and the expectation is that you’re in the same boat as your peers. I can now
only fathom how isolating it must feel for some students to feel like they’re the only ones struggling to understand a language, much
less understand math concepts being taught in said foreign language. Anyways, I wanted to get the chance to flesh out my thoughts
on this because it was truly one of the most humbling, effective, and thoughtful educational experiences I’ve ever had, and I’m really
thankful for the opportunity to have that. It’ll stick with me for my entire teaching career, I know! — Caitlin
Erica and Caitlin both give us much to ponder about how we math educators can provide “original source” experience that
shakes up the status quo especially for individuals who have never quite felt totally out of their league, so to speak. This
touchstone strategy has worked in my classes, and I recommend it wholly.
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TOUCHSTONE STRATEGY #8

CONCEPT TEACHING GAMES
Have each student plan and share their
own concept teaching game.
later years, lesson plans for implementation were added as
a requirement. All told, until the advent of Google Docs, I
had about 35 years of game binders in our Bank Street Math
Resource Room.
In this assignment, I always aim to carefully distinguish
between concept teaching games and skill reinforcement
games. They are totally different animals. For games to be
classified as “concept teaching,” you need to insure that the
learner who has never before seen the concept, can, in fact,
take ownership of the concept by playing (e.g., learn that
multiplication is repeated addition or the inverse of division
or can be represented using rectangular arrays, etc.). By
contrast, a skill reinforcement game simply takes already
learned concepts or skills and asks kids to practice them as

W

hen I started teaching Math for Teachers at Bank
Street in 1974, I was committed to asking my

students to design concept teaching games. During my years
of teaching elementary school students and with exposure
to the Madison Project math (Davis, 1990), I had used games
as a medium to deeply teach the conceptual underpinnings
of each big math idea. I also aimed to decenter myself from
teaching so I could watch kids in process and assess their
knowledge. The “concept teaching game” tool allowed me to
do that. By carefully observing students at play, I could truly
understand what they understood in math and what they

known facts (e.g., 8 X 5 does equal 40). A skill reinforcement
or practice game might ask the player to pick a card like 8
X 5, answer it, and move one space on a board. Nothing in
the game invites the learner to see why 8 X 5 = 40. They do
not see an array with grid paper; they do not have to collect
5 towers of 8 cubes or 8 towers of 5 cubes, or even use a
hundreds board to skip count by 5s or by 8s the required
amount to get to 40. Such a skill reinforcement game does
nothing to insure conceptual understanding of what 8 X 5
looks like or the multiple ways you can deconstruct 8 X 5 [as
(5 X 5) + (3 X 5), for example]

struggled with. With that information, I could tailor plans for

Leah Silver, my teaching assistant on and off for the past

follow up. The games gave me the assessment information I

two years, developed additional tools to help our students

needed, and I wanted to help other teachers learn to do that.

appreciate the continuum of concrete to abstract thinking

With that background, I decided to require the same of each
of my students attending Math for Teachers. or the past
43 years, I have required the design of a concept teaching

required by concept teaching games. Students were asked to
design games that focused in the concrete/ pictorial realms
with only advanced levels moving to the abstract realm.

game. At the end of the process, my students’ “write ups”

I have come to expect that people would resist and balk at

and photos were placed in binders so other members of

being asked to make their own concept teaching game. And

the class could access each game, including a description

a few did every semester. Even some faculty told me they felt

of what math concept the game taught and how to play. In

the concept teaching game assignment was burdensome,
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anxiety provoking, and not necessary, given all the fine new

My underlying goal in this assignment is to assess if an adult

curriculum materials people now are using in math classes in

student is capable of designing a complete math experience

elementary schools (e.g., Investigations in Number Data and

that focuses on a learnercentered activity and gives owner

Space, Bridges, Math in Focus, Envisions, etc.). I resisted their

ship of the math to the student. I know this is a challenge, but

resistance because of what I was reading in my students’

why is a teacher attending Math for Teachers if not to learn

journals each and every semester.

to do that? As you will see from the two journal comments

Students often struggled to decide what a concept was,
struggled to select one, were challenged to think about
how they could teach something brand new to children, and
struggled with design elements and how to engage children. I
say, that is good! Their job as new teachers is to learn all that.

below, emblematic of many entries I have read, the concept
teaching game assignment is challenging at first. I believe
this challenge, once met, is usually felt to be very worthwhile
and I recommend this activity be implemented in courses for
new teachers. Once again, I learned about the students’ te
nacity for sticking with an idea for a semester and revising

The frustration these adult students share with me and my

and improving it based on feedback from both the instruc

assistants give us additional insights into who they are as

tors and fellow students. Though other faculty might not

teachers, what math knowledge they bring to this problem,

agree with me, I feel this was one of the best assignments I

how well they take our advice, how skillfully they adapt our

could have given my students. I learned so much about them

advice, and how true they are to the purpose and constraints

and I had fun with their creativity as well. I cannot tell you

of the assignment. The emotional pleas and draft ideas they

how many of our students’ games came with me to districts

present to us in journals provide me the missing link for

across the US and to teachers in other countries as well.

me as their teacher. As a course instructor, I rarely if ever
see my students teaching. But I can read their thinking
about “teaching” when they write me with nascent ideas
regarding picking a concept (not just a skill), planning how
to teach a new concept, planning how to keep kids engaged,
and planning how to use the idea to assess learning. This is as
close as I can get as a course instructor to seeing what goes
on inside a teacher’s mind when developing plans to enact
teaching.
Every week I would model a wellcrafted concept teaching
game and its rules so they could taste a wide range of them all
semester. Some that we always used were: Action Fractions,
The Joining Board Game, How Big, Make Ten, Build a 100,
Racing Dice, Capture Five, The Factor Game, Target 1000,
and Make Five. Slowly they become more and more aware
of what a concept teaching game could look like.
Because I want always to model teachers working
collaboratively as a community of learners, only six people
per session are asked to share their progress in designing a
game. The other 20 or so teachers were free to roam around
the room playing each game and could offer suggestions for
clarification and perhaps improvements. No teacher should
ever feel alone in developing teaching methods or ideas.
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On making a game:
I actually loved the game-making experience much more

than I thought I would. I had a mental impediment with it.
I think part of it I can attribute to the fact that I just don’t
have experience creating lesson plans or games, and it was
all sort of new and uncharted territory. I had a couple false
starts with creating the game—going down one direction
and then abandoning it altogether. But it was such a helpful
and clarifying experience. My classmates—and Hal!—had
such great ideas and constructive criticism about the various
directions my game can ultimately go in. I thought that I
would treat this game as purely a class assignment, and not
necessarily something I would take with me, but I couldn’t
have been more wrong. I’m going to continue tinkering with
this game through the years, and ultimately I would like to
develop this into a “chutes and ladders” style game, like Hal
suggested. How I’ll execute that is a bit of a work in progress,
but I’m thinking on it and am genuinely excited to have a
polished product to take with me into classrooms. And I can
even do different iterations of the game. But it was a huge
mental hurdle that I got over, and I’m genuinely excited to
create more games in the future. — Caitlin
On overcoming fears and meeting goals:
To address the very first point, about taking risks: I think I’ve
progressed in this area. The piece of this course that helped
me most with this was the concept teaching game. It was the
assignment I was most afraid of — spearheading a whole game
all by myself and then teaching it all by myself to classmates
that I’ve seen excel all semester. I was terrified. Fortunately
for me, the scheduling put me at the very beginning which
meant I needed to jump in with both feet. I asked a classmate
if she might play the game with me beforehand and she
agreed! That was a risk because I let someone give me
feedback, though it was also a safety net because it helped
me preview the work in my preferred modality (one-on-one).
This reminded me how some of my students may need the
chance to preview a project in a different (possibly smaller)
setting before presenting it to the class as a whole.
In presenting it to small groups, I was impressed with the
feedback I received. I was also surprised how well I was able
to hear my classmates. I thought I was going to show the
game, explain it, and then everyone would tell me that I was
unprepared and the game was stupid. This did not happen. I
got some feedback that helped me develop my core idea and
also inspired me to change a few simple elements to make the
game more accessible. I was able to move my Ego out of the
way and listen to the feedback as it was coming to me.
I found this experience to be helpful to both of my goals: I was
able to successfully take a risk and I also learned some ways
to support different kinds of learners. I noticed that I needed
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some extra one-on-one time, which could be something I
could pass on to math students in the future. I also noticed
that my classmates had some trouble with the organization
of the game, which showed me clearer ways to display
information for all types of learners. Yay! — Holland
As each semester came to an end, I grew more and more
excited to see what the final four sessions would bring. For
the 30 to 40 minutes of each twohour session, students had
signed up to share their games at each of six tables in the
room (no more than six games each week). The balance of the
class would rotate and play each game for just a few minutes.
It was like going to a game fair for the last four weeks of the
semester. Everyone would get a sense of the purpose of the
game (the concept it teaches …or fails to teach) and how to
play. Then they were asked to give hot and cold responses
to the game maker. Here again I put each teacher into the
position of being a professional supporter of a colleague, sort
of a critical friend who can give substantive teaching support
to one another. Another goal was to create and model what
a supportive educational community looks and feels like. I
aimed to provide emotional support for the community of
learners. As my assistant and I roamed the room, we not only
saw the evolved games being played, but we also watched
and listened to the tone and content of the support that other
students are able (or not able) to provide. Once again, the
emotional tone in the room is what I am learning from. That
gives me the opportunity to observe, follow up with each
teacher, and provide thoughtful productive commentary
on each person’s teaching, conceptual understanding, and
capacity as a constructive colleague.
See samples on the following page of concept teaching
games that were shared.

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6
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M

y dream has been for a generational shift in math

Every one of our adult students had already been through

teaching spearheaded by the teachers who graduated

grades preK – 6 math prior to attending our class. So the

from the Teaching and Learning Department at Bank

math we teach in Math for Teachers is not new. It may, how

Street. In my work, I have intentionally linked a teacher’s

ever, be delivered with a very different focus. I advocate

emotional life to their thought process during a math

both an inspired learning process as well as an unlearning/

teaching reeducation process. One’s feelings or affect

relearning process. To inspire other teacher educators,

and one’s intellectual engagement to study are always

I hope I have built a case for addressing emotional imped

intertwined (Brackett, 2017). In mathematics, I have found

iments and negative triggers in math learning and the rea

that negative feelings about the subject often overpower

sons to provide positive replacements for those feelings for

the intellect. If the feelings towards math are negative and

teachers. Teachers for years have told me that their percep

are not challenged and remediated, the potential effect on

tions of themselves as mathematical thinkers change as a

our graduates’ classes of children will remain bleak.

result of attendance in Math for Teachers (Melnick, 1992).

In mathematics I have found that negative feelings about the
subject often overpower the intellect. If the feelings towards math
are negative and are not challenged and remediated, the potential
effect on our graduates’ classes of children will remain bleak.
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In recent classes, due to my longevity at the College, I have had teach
ers announce on day one that their mothers took classes with me in the
1980s and, to this day, recall how powerful their relearning of math was.
The residual learnings from Math for Teachers can be outstanding. I feel
it is largely emotional. I also believe that most teacher educators in the
country can do this if they take care to value the emotional learning ex
perience equally with the cognitive work. Learning math in the way we
have come to teach it at Bank Street can change the lives of future adults
in our society. If we sensitively plan for change and remain excited about
the prospect, change will happen.
A graduate school teacher educator usually can only assess what his
students learn by observing them in the graduate classroom or by
requesting papers written during the instructional semester. Course
instructors rarely have the time or the luxury of visiting each student in
their field placement. I know I often wonder what has been learned in the
long run. Did anything that I taught stick? Sometimes we find out.
In the last paragraphs of this paper I share with you a description by a
student who attended my class seven years ago in 2011. Tyler Jennings
took one course with me to test out Bank Street as a potential place
to do his graduate studies. He was, at the time, an experienced fourth
grade teacher at Caedmon School on the Upper East Side of Manhattan.
While at a social gathering this past month, I happened to overhear Tyler
describing to others how, from the time he was a child, he had always
disliked mathematics until attending my Math For Teachers course at
Bank Street. He described that experience as transformative and said
it totally changed not only his relationship with mathematics, but also
his career trajectory. I close with his (and one other) story because both
capture nicely how teacher education must address the emotional as
well as the cognitive if it is to be effective. You need to teach “affectively”
to be effective.
Tyler explains what he calls “Tyler’s Math Journey” from a math phobe
to a math coach, working as a professional developer with teachers
today at his school on the Upper East Side of Manhattan. Listen for the
emotional, address the intellectual, help teachers connect the two. Help
them appreciate mathematics for what it always has been — simply the
study of relationships and the science of pattern. Help them to feel it and
then leave them to inspire others.
Here is Tyler’s story:
Until the age of 25, I believed that I was not made for math. As far back as
I can remember, certainly third grade, I knew with conviction that I was a
poor math student and that I disliked the subject. I noticed the way that
adults spoke differently about me when the subject of my math learning
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arose; the tone in their voices changed, became pinched and
awkward rather than proud. Sometimes I would imagine an
expert who could enlighten me: “It’s really quite simple,” they
would say, “you don’t have a math mind, but you can be good
at other things.” I ceased to pursue my math studies as soon
as possible. If a high school math course was not mandatory, I
did not take it. I chose a university without core requirements,
so that I could avoid college math altogether.

mitment to balancing theory with practice. Instruction in all

Today, I work as a Math Coach at a pre-K and elementary
Montessori School in New York City. Since I also serve as the
school’s Director of Curriculum and Innovation, I work with
teachers in other subject areas, too, but I know that I behave
differently when I approach math curriculum and instruction:
I come alive. I feel that I am at my most passionate and
engaged, successful and talented, helpful to teachers and
impactful in children’s lives. I conduct far more professional
research into math content than any other subject—I can’t
get enough of it!

course one full year after its completion. What is it that trig

So what happened? At the age of 25, when I enrolled at the
Bank Street College of Education, and specifically in a course
called Math for Teachers, a dangerous cycle was disrupted.
I was invited: 1) to share my math journey, including its
emotional dimensions, and 2) to experience math differently.
I was welcomed in; it was made immediately clear that, at
Bank Street, there would be no outsiders to the pursuit of
math learning—that math learning could be for all, could be
for me. And we did math together, which made it possible to
redefine our very concept of what math is: an active pursuit of
meaning-making, the study of the science of pattern. So much
more than an inert body of knowledge to store (or fail to store)
in the mind, which is, of course, the way that I was taught
math. I cannot express how cathartic, emotional, and exciting
that process was, and continues to be even as I write this.
Without my transformative experiences in this teacher
education program, I know that my own negative experiences
as a young math student would have directly informed my
choices as an educator. Not only would I have mimicked
the way that I was taught, but I would have communicated,
subliminally or not, my dislike of math to the students. I could
have easily become the expert who told certain children
that they simply did not have a math mind, but that they
might be good at something else. It seems to me that an
excellent teacher education program may be the best chance
for disrupting this dangerous cycle for future educators. It
certainly did for me. —Tyler
I wholeheartedly believe that the impetus for the transfor
mation Tyler speaks of is Bank Street’s longstanding com
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our math classes consciously aims to balance current, well
researched theory equally with the emotional experience
each teacher brings to her studies. The catalyst that con
nects theory to practice, public knowledge building to per
sonal, is deep reflection.
Let’s hear from Caitlin one more time as she reflects on the
gered her massive change? What was it that truly changed?
I really remember benefitting from you asking us to dig deep
in our own personal math experiences. My math experiences
were happily filed under “The Past: Do Not Open.” And, for
lack of a better comparison much like therapy, it’s by revisiting
and delving into it that we are able to grow, heal, and move on.
You brought joy back into the subject with in-class projects.
I got so into the making my own concept teaching game in
particular, it really returned ownership of the subject after all
those years. — Caitlin, Spring 2017
This year, I have begun to visit local schools to meet with
and observe teachers who attended Math for Teachers at
Bank Street, and whom I have taught. In the New York City
area, I have seen the next generation of math teachers from
Bank Street flourishing. Math in these schools is taught with
feeling by inspired teachers and with mathinspired children.
In more than one of those schools, math has become the
students’ favorite subject and, in some cases, the teacher’s
favorite subject to teach.
What does that foretell? Math teaching can change for
all people if we ensure that teachers see math in all its
dimensions and recognize both the emotional as well as
the intellectual.
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